Abstract-We analyze the resonance conditions of a long and narrow ribbon of finite length whether it is conductive or dielectric. This is accomplished by using a full-wave approach based on the material-independent modes that naturally discriminates the role of the geometry and material. This method effectively allows the design of the material to obtain the desired resonances. For example, we design two quasi-1-D resonators based on graphene and silicon ribbons.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
OWNSCALING electromagnetic resonators remains a major issue in micro and nanotechnology and requires novel platforms supporting electromagnetic waves and resonances on lower dimensional structures.
In the past years, the emerging spatial localization properties of plasmons in noble metal structures have suggested several strategies to squeeze the electromagnetic energy over subwavelength spatial regions by using, for instance, a coated metal pin [1] , V-shaped grooves [2] , and wedges [3] . However, in noble metals, plasmons have intrinsic limitations [4] , including, above all, the short lifetime due to the metal losses and the limited spectral tunability, spanning only from the ultraviolet to the near infrared.
Electromagnetic waveguiding in lower dimensional spatial domains has been demonstrated in photonic crystals (PCs), where a careful design of the reciprocal space enables the creation of interfaces supporting topologically protected one-directional propagation [5] . Unfortunately, PCs necessarily require the fabrication of large structures. Properly engineered metasurfaces can also play a central role in conceiving electromagnetic circuitry of reduced dimensionality. Recently, Bisharat and Sievenpiper [6] have demonstrated that two planar surfaces of complementary surface impedance may guide electromagnetic waves along a 1-D line. However, a resonator based on these modes would require the use of semiinfinite metasurfaces (or at least very large compared to The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, Universitá degli Studi di Napoli Federico II, 80125 Naples, Italy (e-mail: carlo.forestiere@unina.it).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TAP.2019.2911615 the operating wavelength) with a defect-free interface. These two characteristics make it bulky and difficult to downscale. Another promising platform is represented by 2-D materials, for example, doped graphene [7] and transition metal dichalcogenides [8] . Specifically, thanks to the high carrier mobility, graphene plasmons can have a lifetime that may reach hundreds of optical cycles, one order of magnitude greater than noble metal ones. Graphene ribbons of infinite length and finite width have been proposed as waveguides, and the properties of their modes have been investigated in [9] and [10] . The corresponding mode patterns have been experimentally observed in [11] .
A long and narrow ribbon of finite length, whether it is conductive or dielectric, may behave as a quasi-1-D electromagnetic resonator. For an effective analysis and design, it would be highly desirable to know its resonances and its resonant modes and how they depend on its geometrical and physical parameters. The material-independent modes [12] provide a unified approach that allows to clearly classify the roles of the material and the geometry.
In this paper, by using a full-wave approach based on the material-independent modes, we derive, for the first time, the resonance conditions of a quasi-1-D structure of finite length whether it is conductive or dielectric. In particular, these conditions enable us to determine the relationships between the material parameters, the geometrical parameters, and the wavelength so that the ribbon resonates. We also show that the electric field at the ends of the ribbon undergoes strong enhancement due to the strong charge accumulation at the ends. This property is a consequence of the structure of the integro-differential operator characterizing the problem, which does not depend on the particular material. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the electromagnetic scattering problem for a long and narrow ribbon of finite length. Under this hypothesis, the problem reduces with excellent approximation to the solution of a 1-D integro-differential equation, which is solved by using the material-independent modes. In Section III, we analyze the modes of the ribbon, considering both the cases of a lengthto-wavelength ratio much smaller than 1 and comparable to 1. In Section IV, we consider the scattering problem from a ribbon with tunable conductivity, and we calculate the electric field distribution and the scattering efficiency under a plane-wave excitation. Eventually, in Section V, as an example, we design the resonant scattering from a doped graphene ribbon and from a silicon ribbon in the infrared 0018-926X © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. spectral range. In both the cases, we examine the enhancement and the localization properties of the electric field.
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING FROM A RIBBON
We consider a body with the thickness much smaller than its other two linear characteristic dimensions and the wavelength of the electromagnetic field. In this limit, only the in-plane electromagnetic response of the material is important and the body may be treated as it is 2-D [13] . The 2-D homogeneous material has a rectangular shape as sketched in Fig. 1 . The rectangle has length 2l, width 2w, and it is aligned along theẑ axis of a Cartesian coordinate system. It is illuminated by an electric field with angular frequency ω, i.e., e i (r, t) = Re{E i (r)e iωt }. We assume that the rectangle is a ribbon with very high length-to-width ratio l/w 1 and k 0 w 1, where k 0 = ω/c and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
A. Integro-Differential Equation for the Induced Current
In the following, we introduce the quasi-1-D model for the induced current along the conductive or dielectric ribbon. In both the cases, the ribbon is characterized by an effective surface conductivity σ (ω). In the linear regime, the electric field induces a free (or polarization) surface current density j S (r s , t) = Re{J(r s )e iωt } and a free (or polarization) surface charge density ρ S (r s , t) = Re{ (r s )e iωt }, with r s ∈ S, where S is the surface of the ribbon. We indicate the total electric field with e(r s , t) = Re{E(r s )e iωt }, i.e., the sum of the incident and the scattered electric fields. Since l/w 1 and k 0 w 1, we disregard the spatial variation along the y direction of the various physical quantities. Furthermore, we consider only transverse magnetic (TM) excitation, and we also disregard the transverse component of the current density field. Therefore, we set J(r s ) = I (z)/2wẑ, (r s ) = Q(z)/2w, and E(r s ) = E(z)ẑ, where I (z) is the current intensity through the ribbon transverse section, Q(z) is the per unit length (p.u.l.) charge, and −l < z < l. In general, for a TM excitation, the longitudinal current density behaves as I (z)/(π w 2 − y 2 ) when y → ±w [14] . By assuming the uniformity of the current density alongŷ, we make a negligible error as long as l/w 1 and k 0 w 1. This is shown in Section III, where we compare the solution obtained by the quasi-1-D model with the one obtained by a fully 2-D simulation.
In the frequency domain, the current intensity on the ribbon is governed by the constitutive equation
In the following, we disregard the effects of the spatial dispersion. On the other hand, the axial component of the total electric field on the ribbon surface is given by
where A(z) and V (z) are the axial components of the induced magnetic vector potential and the induced electric scalar potential, respectively, evaluated on the ribbon axis and E i (z) = z · E i (x = 0, y = 0, z). By using the Lorenz gauge, we obtain
where L{u} is the linear integral operator
and
It is convenient to express the Green function g as g = g S + g D , where g S is the static Green function
Since k 0 w 1, the dynamic contribution g D is approximated as (see [15] )
By combining (1)-(3) and the continuity equation
we obtain the equation for the distribution of the current intensity along the ribbon axis
where
F takes into account the induced electric field
and ζ 0 = √ μ 0 /ε 0 . The integro-differential equation (10) has to be solved with the boundary conditions
The same equation also holds for a conducting tubule, assuming as static Green function
where K (m) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind m = 4a 2 4a 2 + ζ 2 (15) and a is the tubule radius.
B. Solution in Terms of Material-Independent Modes
We solve (10) with the boundary conditions (13) by using the material-independent modes [12] , which are the solution of the eigenvalue problem
with the boundary condition (13) , where u(z) is the eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue γ . As for 3-D objects, the operator F is compact; thus, its spectrum {γ n } n∈N is countable infinite, but F is not Hermitian because of the radiation losses [16] , [17] . The eigenvalues are complex, and we have
where E n and H n are the electric and magnetic fields radiated by the current u n , and S ∞ is the spherical surface with infinite radius. The real part of the eigenvalue is proportional to the difference between the magnetic and the electric energies of the mode. Thus, it is negative when the electric energy is greater than the magnetic one, positive otherwise. The imaginary part of the eigenvalue is negative and it is proportional to the power radiated to infinity by the corresponding mode; therefore, it takes into account the radiation losses. The eigenmodes u n (z) and u m (z), corresponding to two different eigenvalues, are not orthogonal in the usual sense, i.e., u n , u m = 0, where
Nevertheless, we have u * n , u m = 0 for n = m. Moreover, due to the symmetry of the problem, the eigenmodes are either even or odd functions of z. In the limit k 0 l 1, the operator F is Hermitian because the radiation losses are negligible, therefore, its eigenvalues are real and negative, and its eigenmodes are real and orthogonal in the usual sense.
The solution of (10) with the boundary conditions (13) is
The eigenvalues γ n and the eigenmodes u n are material independent, and they only depend on the quantities l/w and l/λ, where λ = 2π/k 0 . The material only appears through in the factors 1/( − γ n ). Equation (18) distinctly separates the role of the geometry from the role played by the material. For passive materials, we have Im{ } ≥ 0, and thus, the quantity | − γ n | in (18) does not vanish because Im{γ n } < 0. Nonetheless, the amplitude of the nth mode increases as the distance between and γ n is reduced. If we assign the material and the geometrical dimensions of the ribbon, the resonance condition in the usual "frequency picture" for the nth mode is
It is possible to introduce a complementary view, denoted as "material picture," where the dimensions of the ribbon and the operating wavelength are assigned. In this case, the resonance condition for the nth mode is
The "material picture" is particularly relevant because the conductivity of 2-D materials, e.g., graphene ribbons, can be tuned either chemically or by electrostatic gating, while the effective conductivity of a dielectric thin film can be tuned by varying its thickness. A passive material satisfying (20) has Re{ } = Re{γ n }. The imaginary part of σ and, hence, the real part of may be either negative or positive depending on the material and the frequency. In particular, below the frequency where interband transitions occur, the real part of is negative for conductive materials and positive for dielectric materials. Therefore, in conducting materials, modes with Re{γ n } < 0 can be resonantly excited, while in dielectric materials, modes with Re{γ n } > 0 can be resonantly excited. In Section III, we show that we can design the resonances in both ways.
For assigned values of material, geometry, frequency, and excitation, the expression (18) is computationally disadvantageous compared to the direct numerical solution of (10). However, when the scattered field has to be computed for many values of surface conductivity (as in Section IV) or different excitation conditions, and the geometry and the frequency are assigned, the computation of (18) is advantageous compared to the direct solution. The main advantage of solution (18) is that it gives us directly the resonances and the coupling of the modes with the incident field.
C. Approximated Approach for l/w → ∞
The integro-differential problem introduced so far can be analytically solved in the limit l/w → ∞ (see [15] ). Specifically, the static Green function g S of (7) has a singularity of logarithmic type at ζ = 0 which prevails over the dynamic contribution of g D . When l/w → ∞, the function g S behaves as a Dirac delta function with amplitude (ribbon slenderness)
and it turns out that
In the following, we denote the quantity obtained in this approximation with the superscript A. The expression of for a tubule of radius a is analogous to (23) , providing that w is replaced with a.
The eigenvalues γ (A) n and the eigenmodes u
The approximated operator F (A) {I } does not take into account the finite length of the ribbon, which comes into play only through the boundary conditions, expressed by (26) . As a consequence, this approximation is not able to predict the charge accumulation at the ribbon ends. We note that the eigenvalues γ (A) n and the eigenmodes u (A) n are real because we have disregarded g D . Even if this approximation disregards the retardation effects, it takes into account both the quasi-static electric and magnetic interactions far away from the ribbon ends. Specifically, the electric and the magnetic interactions are described by the first and second terms in parenthesis in (22) [they correspond to the first and second terms in parenthesis in the expression of the eigenvalue (25)].
When k 0 β n , the electric contribution is dominant and the mode has a quasi-electrostatic character. It is characterized by a negative eigenvalue γ (A) n . This condition certainly occurs when l/λ 1. For k 0 ≈ β n , both the magnetic and the electric contributions are important and the mode has an electromagnetic character.
For a uniform E i , the solution of (10) with the boundary conditions (13) is
In the weak losses limit, |I (A) (z)| is maximum when Re{βl} = (2n + 1)π/2 for n = 0, 1, . . . This condition is equivalent to either condition (19) or condition (20) for the even modes (odd modes are not excited in this condition).
III. MODAL ANALYSIS
We numerically solve the eigenvalue problem (16) by using the Galerkin method with piecewise linear functions. In the following, we refer to this method as "quasi-1-D approach."
First, we investigate two ribbons both featuring a lengthto-width ratio l/w = 50. Specifically, the first one has a length much smaller than the operating wavelength λ, i.e., l/λ = 2 · 10 −3 , and the second one has a length comparable to λ, i.e., l/λ = 0.5. For both the investigated scenarios, in Fig. 2 , we plot the real part of the first ten eigenvalues γ n of the operator F . We compare them with the approximated eigenvalues γ (A) n given by (25) . We note a good agreement between the two approaches for low index eigenvalues. As we increase the index n, the deviation between γ n and γ (A) n sensibly increases. The first eight eigenvalues for both scenarios are listed in Table I . For l/λ = 2 · 10 −3 , the imaginary part of the eigenvalues is much smaller in magnitude than the real part, and the real part of the eigenvalues is always negative. The corresponding modes have a quasi-electrostatic character, consistently with the fact that l/λ 1. Moreover, the imaginary part of the even modes is much higher than one of the odd modes because odd modes have zero total dipole moment and, therefore, exhibit less radiation losses. For l/λ = 0.5, the first two eigenvalues have positive real part, and their imaginary part is comparable to the real part. This fact indicates a more complex interplay between the electric and magnetic interactions (electromagnetic modes).
We now investigate, with the help of Fig. 3 , the dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the first eigenvalue γ 0 on l/λ for l/w = 50, 20, 10. We calculate γ 0 by considering the quasi-1-D approach and the approximated approach (AA). It is interesting to note that, by increasing l/λ, the real part of the eigenvalue γ 0 changes its sign, which becomes positive. When the real part of the eigenvalue γ 0 is zero, which approximatively occurs at l/λ ≈ 1/4 according to (25) , the electric and the magnetic energies become equal. For l/w = 10, the real part of γ 0 is also negative when l/λ ≈ 1 and correspondingly the imaginary part is very high. The imaginary part of the eigenvalue, which takes into account the radiation losses of the mode, is negligible for small lengthto-wavelength ratios l/λ. Then, for l/λ of the order of one, it increases and starts to oscillate. It has a maximum magnitude that depends on ł/w. High-order eigenvalues, not shown here, have a similar behavior. Despite an overall good agreement between the eigenmodes computed numerically and those given by the AA, the AA is not able to correctly describe the behavior of the charge density associated with the modes near the ends of the ribbon. For either l/λ = 2 · 10 −2 or l/λ = 0.5, in proximity of the two ends of the ribbon, the currents u n decrease to zero as u 2 , while the charge densities diverge as q 2 , where u (REG) n and q (REG) n are the regular functions of z [18] , [19] . Nevertheless, the total electric charge accumulated along a halfribbon, i.e., ±l 0 q n (z) dz, remains finite. This behavior is a structural property of the electromagnetic problem independently of the material. Furthermore, for l/λ = 0.5, the modes have a significant imaginary part that the AA cannot predict.
IV. SCATTERING FROM A RIBBON WITH TUNABLE CONDUCTIVITY
Now, in order to illustrate the material picture, we consider the scattering problem from a ribbon of tunable effective surface conductivity (and hence ) when it is excited by a plane wave of unit intensity, polarized along the ribbon axis, and orthogonally propagating to the ribbon surface. In particular, we evaluate the maximum of the magnitude of the total electric field sampled on the ribbon surface, denoted as E max
and the scattering efficiency σ sca , as the parameter varies. The scattering efficiency is defined as [20] , [21] 
where G = 4lw is the ribbon cross-sectional area, and C sca is the scattering cross section
where E S is the scattered field,ê r is the radial versor of a spherical reference system, and S c is an auxiliary surface enclosing the ribbon.
In Fig. 4 , we plot E max and σ sca for l/λ = 2 · 10 −3 and l/w = 50, respectively. We restricted Re{ } to vary in the interval Re{ } ∈ [−2 · 10 2 ζ 0 , −ζ 0 ] , chosen such that the first four even eigenmodes are resonantly excited. We assumed Im{ } = 10 −2 Re{ }. Only the even modes with n = 0, 2, 4, . . . are excited, while the odd modes are transparent to the uniform excitation since u * n , E i = 0 for n = 1, 3, 5, . . . In this case, the inclusion of the substrate would only rescale the -axis of Fig. 4 by a factor 2/(1 + ε S ) [22] , but it does not affect the values of the electric field and of the scattering efficiency.
Similarly, for the case l/λ = 0.5, we plot E max for Re{ } ∈ [−2ζ 0 , −0.03ζ 0 ] in Fig. 5(a) and Re{ } ∈ [0.01ζ 0 , 0.2ζ 0 ] in Fig. 5(b) . In Fig. 5(c) and (d) , we plot the corresponding σ sca . The first even eigenmode is excited for Re{ } ∈ [0.01ζ 0 , 0.2ζ 0 ], and the next five even eigenmodes are excited for Re{ } ∈ [−2ζ 0 , −0.03ζ 0 ]. In both the cases, we indicate the positions of the real part of the first four even eigenvalues γ n , n ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6} with red vertical dashed lines, which are listed in Table I .
We have computed the current distribution by using (18) (red line), by using (27) (blue line) under the AA, and by a 2-D full-wave Surface Integral Equation (2-D-SIE) method [23] (black line). The electric field on the ribbon surface is evaluated by using (1) . For the scenarios presented in Figs. 4 and 5, we find very good agreement for both E max and σ sca between the solution of (10) and the 2-D-SIE approach. This fact validates our method and the corresponding numerical algorithm. In Figs. 4(a) and (b) and 5(a) and (c), the orders of magnitude of both σ sca and E max are correctly predicted by the AA because the material losses dominates over the radiation ones. On the other hand, in Fig. 5(b) and (d) , the AA overestimates both σ sca and E max since, in this case, the radiation losses are dominant and are not included in the AA. In all cases, the AA overestimates Re{γ n }, causing a downward shift of the peaks.
It is worth noting that, for l/λ = 2 · 10 −3 , the σ sca spectrum features asymmetric lineshapes arising from the interference of two adjacent even modes [24] , as shown in Fig. 4(b) . For instance, the first dip from the right is due to the interference between the modes u 0 and u 2 . This interference causes a cancellation of the total dipole moment of the ribbon and, therefore, a vanishing scattering because the ribbon is small compared to the incident wavelength. The lineshapes of Fig. 5(c) are remarkably less asymmetric with respect to Fig. 4(b) since the ribbon is now comparable to the operating Table I . Table I. wavelength, and a cancellation of the total dipole moment do not imply zero scattering.
V. DESIGN QUASI-1-D RESONATORS
So far, we did not make any assumption on the material composition of the ribbon, and the presented results hold for any homogeneous 2-D material. We found that depending on l/λ, a given mode can be resonantly excited in materials with either negative or positive real part of . In the following, we consider one example of material for each scenario. In order to excite narrow resonances, we consider a regime where the losses play a minor role. Therefore, we consider a frequency range where the interband transitions of the materials are negligible.
A. Graphene Layer
In order to understand the practical implications of the introduced framework, we now consider a charge density tunable graphene ribbon [25] with a large number of unit cells along its transverse direction. We assume μ/K B T 0 1 (i.e., highly gated or doped graphene), where μ is the chemical potential, K B is the Boltzmann constant, and T 0 is the temperature. We disregard the spatial dispersion. When the effects of the intraband transition are negligible, the surface conductivity of graphene takes the Drude-like form [26] 
where τ is the electron relaxation time due to the scattering with the phonons (τ ≈ 5 ×10 −13 s), R 0 = πh/e 2 ∼ = 12.9 k 0 , and
is the normalized frequency. The contribution of the interband term is negligible for < 2. We now study the resonance conditions for the eigenmodes of the graphene ribbon when ω 1/τ . By using (32), the expression of becomes
and the resonance condition (20) ( ≈ Re{γ n }) gives
Since Re{ } < 0, only the modes with Re{γ n } < 0 can be resonantly excited. Under the AA, (35) becomes
Fig . 6 shows the curves relating the values of l/λ and that satisfy the resonance condition (35) for the n = 0 mode and for three different values of l/w. We have evaluated them numerically by solving (35) and using the numerical values of γ 0 , and analytically by using (36) (which is based on the AA). We find satisfactory agreement between the two approaches. 
and the resonant wavelength, according to the frequency picture, is given by
where l =hω l /μ and ω l = 2πc 0 /l. The expression (39) provides the scaling law of the graphene quasi-1-D resonator in the frequency picture. In particular, for A l 1, the resonant wavelength scales approximately as l, 1/n, 1/ √ w, and 1/ √ μ. It is interesting to compare (39) with the resonant condition obtained by using the dispersion relation of an infinite graphene sheet [7] 
The resonant wavelength approximately scales as √ l, √ n, and 1/ √ μ. The different behavior stems from electromagnetic finite size effects. Now, we design a quasi-1-D resonator based on graphene. First of all, we consider wavelengths less than or equal to 100 μm, because in this case the effects of the losses due to the collisions and interband transitions are negligible. We also assume w ≥ 10 nm to neglect quantum size effects, e.g., [27] . Fig. 6 shows that the choice of l/w = 10 corresponds to the lowest values of the chemical potential. Therefore, we consider a graphene ribbon with w = 10 nm and l = 100 nm. In Table II , we list the values of the chemical potential μ, which have been designed to resonantly excite the n = 0 mode at the wavelength λ = 100, 50, and 10 μm. We also show the value of the quality factor of the resonance Q = ω τ and the value of the maximum electric field enhancement E max on the ribbon axis. The graphene ribbon is excited by a z-polarized plane wave with amplitude E i . When the radiation losses are negligible compared to phonon-scattering losses, E max and Q are closely related
In particular, for the n = 0 mode, we have E max /E i ≈ 1.3Q. Among the three solutions listed in Table II , we now investigate the scattering response of the ribbon designed to operate at λ = 50 μm. The designed ribbon works as a single-mode resonator. We verify this claim by comparing the n = 0 term of the expansion (18) and the direct numerical solution of (10) by using the Galerkin method. The mean square value of the difference is less than 0.04%. In Fig. 7 , we show the imaginary part of the p.u.l. charge on the ribbon axis while its real part is negligible. The p.u.l. charge Q diverges at the two ribbon ends as expected. In Fig. 8(a) , we plot the magnitude of the total electric field E(z) along the ribbon axis. In Fig. 8(b) , we plot the magnitude of the scattered electric field in the region outside the ribbon and in proximity of one of the two ends along the red line sketched in Fig. 1 . We show the electric field for
The electric field is singular at z = l because of the charge accumulation at the ribbon ends. This is the analogous of the electrostatic lightning rod effect for an edge.
The inclusion of a silicon dioxide substrate (ε S = 3.9) scales the eigenvalue γ 0 of the investigated free-standing graphene ribbon by a multiplicative factor 2/(1 + ε S ) = 0.41 [22] . Therefore, the design returns = 0.177 and μ = 140 meV. The resulting value of E max /E i becomes 23.34. The charge accumulation and the electric field singularity are not affected by the presence of the substrate.
B. Thin Silicon Film
We now consider a dielectric film with thickness t much smaller than the width w, the length l, and the wavelength λ. The film has a homogeneous relative permittivity ε r . Under this hypothesis, it is possible to model the film by a ribbon of effective surface conductivity [13] 
Therefore, we have
Considering λ = 1 μm, l = 3 μm, and w = 300 nm, we have the first bright resonant mode at γ 0 = 1.2321 − 0.7787i. At λ = 1 μm, we have ε r = 12.7806 − 0.0035i [28] , and thus by using (43), we can tune the thickness t of the film to resonantly excite the first bright mode, i.e., Re{ } = Re{γ 0 }. From the design, we obtain t = 11.2 nm. In Fig. 9 , we plot the imaginary part of the p.u.l. polarization charge on the axis of the silicon ribbon. The polarization charge Q diverges at the two ribbon ends as expected. In Fig. 10(a) , we plot the magnitude of the total electric field E(z) along the ribbon axis. In Fig. 10(b) , we plot the magnitude of the scattered electric field in the region outside the ribbon, in proximity of one of the two ends, and along the red line sketched in Fig. 1 . We show the electric field for (z − l)/l ∈ [0, 0.1]. Also in this case, the electric field is singular at z = l because of the charge accumulation at the ribbon ends.
VI. CONCLUSION
We investigated the resonance conditions of finite-length nanoribbons of either conductive or dielectric materials in terms of the eigenvalues and the eigenmodes of a non-Hermitian operator. In particular, for small length-towavelength ratios, all the eigenvalues have negative real part, while by increasing this ratio, the real part of low-order eigenvalues becomes positive. This is significant because depending on the sign of the real part of the eigenvalue γ n , the corresponding mode can be resonantly excited either in conductive materials if Re{γ n } < 0 or in dielectric materials if Re{γ n } > 0. Therefore, a nanoribbon resonator may be implemented using materials with either positive or negative imaginary part of their effective surface conductivity. For example, we investigated the scattering by two narrow and long ribbons, one made of graphene for l/λ 1 and the other one made of silicon for l/λ ≈ 1. In particular, in both the cases, we designed a single-mode resonator working in the infrared. It shows a strong electric field enhancement and spectral tunability. Due to the divergence of the charge density at ribbon ends, the effects of the spatial dispersion have to be considered. Its inclusion in the analysis of the resonance conditions remains an open problem from the physical and the mathematical point of view.
The unique enhancement and localization properties of the introduced quasi-1-D resonator are attractive for sensing and light-matter interaction applications. In particular, field enhancement at the ribbon edges can be exploited to sense low-energy vibrational or electronic excitations of nearby molecules and to boost the nonlinear response of nearby materials. The introduced resonator may also serve as a 1-D micro-/nanoantenna, converting a free-space propagating electromagnetic field into localized energy and vice versa. Quasi-1-D resonators may pave the way to the miniaturization of the electromagnetic circuitry, including 1-D modulator and switches. He is currently a visiting student at ICFO-Institut de Ciencies Fotonique. His current research interests include the classical and quantum theories of nanoparticles and the applications of Rydberg atom physics to quantum memories, especially the classical and quantum theories of nanoparticles.
